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	Update your knowledge of the Enterprise Java platform through this user-friendly tutorial that's designed around real-life examples. The pragmatic approach means you'll be up to speed almost effortlessly. For intermediate users upwards.


	Overview

	
		Learn about local and remote service endpoints, containers, architecture, synchronous and asynchronous invocations, and remote communications in a concise reference
	
		Understand the architecture of the Java EE platform and then apply the new Java EE 7 enhancements to benefit your own business-critical applications
	
		Learn about integration test development on Java EE with Arquillian Framework and the Gradle build system
	
		Learn about containerless builds featuring the GlassFish 4.0 embedded application server
	
		Master Java EE 7 with this example-based, up-to-date guide with descriptions and explanations



	In Detail


	The seventh edition of the Enterprise Java platform is aimed at helping Java engineers take advantage of the advancements in HTML5 and web standards. Web Sockets, asynchronous input and output with Servlets, and strong type safety through the CDI containers will ensure that Java EE 7 remains popular for server-side applications.


	If you are a user aiming to get acquainted with the Java EE 7 platform, this book is for you.


	"Java EE 7 Handbook" provides a solid foundation of knowledge for developers to build business applications. Following the lead of Agile practices, there is a focus on writing tests to demonstrate test-driven development principles, using the embedded GlassFish 4.0 container examples and the Gradle build system. You will learn about CDI, EJB, JPA, JMS, MDB, Servlets, WebSocket, JAX-RS, Bean Validation, and so much more.


	"Java EE 7 Handbook" is designed as a companion to the professional software developer who quickly needs to lookup some working code, understand the basics of the framework, and then go out and fulfill the business contract with the customer. Typically, engineers are under pressure to develop professional code that is of high quality and contains a low number of bugs. Java EE 7 Handbook relies heavily on the Arquillian framework to illustrate how much easier it is to write Java EE tests, and together with the modern practice of writing containerless applications that actually embed an application container, developing agile Java EE suddenly becomes reasonable, smart, pragmatic, and achievable.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Understand the JSR and the API that are assembled together for Java EE 7
	
		Write server side and client side WebSocket connection in Java
	
		Understand the essential differences and similarities between the EJB and CDI containers, as well as dependency injection
	
		Learn about Gradle builds, embedded containers, and the Arquillian Framework
	
		Build server side endpoints with EJB in stateless, stateful, and singleton modes
	
		Write REST server side endpoints on the client and server side
	
		Write asynchronous Servlet input and output and also annotated Servlet, Context Listeners
	
		Map entities in Java Persistence with the essential cardinalities including the Java side of many-to-many relationships
	
		Learn about mapping entities to stored procedures and entity graphs
	
		Fully understand how to verify your POJO before they hit the database with Bean Validation API
	
		Be prepared for the Java EE 8 journey and beyond, which may include deployment to the cloud
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The Weed Runners: Travels with the Outlaw Capitalists of America's Medical Marijuana TradeChicago Review Press, 2013




	Make no mistake: the US government’s hundred-year-old war on marijuana isn’t over. Some 20 million Americans have been arrested on marijuana charges so far. The American marijuana industry remains underground, where modern-day moonshiners who view themselves as...
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Adobe Encore DVD 2.0 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2006
The most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Encore DVD 2.0!   Classroom in a Book, the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, helps you learn the features of Adobe software quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other book or training program does--an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated,...
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Sams Teach Yourself MySQL in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2006
Sams Teach Yourself MySQL in 10 Minutes provides a no-fluff, just-the-answers guide to building and managing MySQL databases. It is carefully organized and thoughtfully written to provide just the information that you need in order to gain a rapid working knowledge of MySQL. Get up to speed...
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Physiology of Behavior (11th Edition)Pergamon, 2012

	The most current, comprehensive, and teachable text for behavioral neuroscience 


	 


	Thoughtfully organized, Physiology of Behavior provides a scholarly yet accessible portrait of the dynamic interaction between biology and behavior....
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Service Oriented Architecture Field Guide for ExecutivesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Service Oriented Architecture Field Guide for Executives is a fundamental breakthrough in the business and technology perspectives of service oriented architecture (SOA). A valuable resource to help you understand and realize the benefits of SOA in today's companies, this guide will show you how to plan, implement, and achieve SOA value....
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Applied Public Relations: Cases in Stakeholder Management (Lea's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Applied Public Relations: Cases in Stakeholder Management provides readers with the opportunity to observe and analyze how contemporary businesses and organizations interact with key groups and influences. Through the presentation of cases covering a wide variety of industries, locations, and settings, authors Larry F. Lamb and Kathy...
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